We describe a software infrastructure for implementing portable structured adaptive mesh applications on distributed memory parallel computers. Such methods are di cult to implement on parallel computers because they employ elaborate dynamic data structures to selectively capture localized irregular phenomena. Our infrastructure supports a set of layered abstractions that encapsulate low-level details of resource management, such as grid generation, interprocessor communication, and load balancing. Our layered design also provides the exibility necessary to accommodate new applications and to ne-tune performance. This exibility has enabled us to show that that the uniformity restrictions imposed by a data parallel Fortran implementation (e.g. HPF) would signi cantly impact performance of structured adaptive mesh methods. We present computational results from eigenvalue computation arising in materials design.
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Introduction
The accurate solution of many problems in science and engineering requires the resolution of unpredictable, localized physical phenomena. Examples include shock waves in computational uid dynamics 3] and the near-singular atomic core potentials in electronic structure calculations 9] . The key feature of these problems is that some portions of the problem domain|for example, regions containing the shock waves or the atomic nuclei|require higher resolution, and thus more computational e ort, than other areas of the computational space.
Structured adaptive numerical methods 4, 8, 23] dynamically concentrate computational resources, such as CPU cycles and memory, only where needed to meet accuracy requirements; thus, they can achieve better accuracy for the same computational resources as compared to non-adaptive methods. Although structured adaptive mesh methods incur some overhead costs associated with adaptivity, such as error estimation and data structure management, these overheads are generally insigni cant when compared to the savings gained through selective re nement 6]. For example, by exploiting adaptivity in a materials design application, we have reduced memory consumption and computation time by more than two orders of magnitude over an equivalent uniform mesh method 9, 19] .
Adaptive mesh methods are di cult to implement on serial architectures|not to mention parallel machines|because they rely on elaborate dynamic data structures with irregular communication patterns. On parallel platforms, the programmer is burdened with the additional responsibility of orchestrating interprocessor communication among data distributed across processor memories. Because adaptive mesh applications change in response to the dynamics of the problem, little can be known about the structure of the computation at compile-time. Thus, decisions about data decomposition, the assignment of work to processors, and the calculation of communication patterns are time-dependent and must be made at run-time. It is an open research question whether the irregularity of an adaptive mesh application can be e ciently supported in a data parallel language such as High Performance Fortran 18] . In Section 4.3, we present computational results which show that the restrictions imposed by a data parallel implementation would signi cantly reduce performance.
We have developed an e cient, portable, parallel software infrastructure for structured adaptive mesh methods which hides implementation details. It presents computational scientists with high-level tools that allow them to concentrate on the application and mathematics instead of low-level concerns of data distribution and interprocessor communication. Such support enables scientists to develop complicated applications in a fraction of the time that would have been required if the application had been developed from scratch.
The topmost layer of our infrastructure is a structured adaptive mesh API (Application Programmer Interface), implemented as a collection of C ++ classes. It is built on the parallelization and communication mechanisms of the LPARX run-time system 20]. Our software runs on a variety of high-performance computer platforms, including the Cray C-90, IBM SP2, Intel Paragon, and networks of workstations under PVM 27] .
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the salient features of structured adaptive mesh algorithms to motivate the software facilities required by the adaptive mesh library. Section 3 describes the adaptive mesh API and its facilities, and Section 4 analyzes performance and library overheads. The paper concludes with a review of related research and a summary of our contributions.
Structured Adaptive Mesh Methods
This section provides a high-level description of the structured adaptive mesh algorithm. We present the salient features of the method to motivate the abstractions described in Section 3. Further numerical details can be found elsewhere 4, 8, 19, 23] .
Adaptive methods may be structured or unstructured, depending on how they represent the numerical solution to a partial di erential equation. Structured methods, such as adaptive mesh re nement 4] and structured multigrid algorithms 8, 23] , employ a hierarchy of nested mesh levels in which each level consists of many rectangular grids. Each grid in the hierarchy represents a structured block of many thousands of unknowns. By comparison, unstructured methods store the solution using graph or tree representations; these methods are called \unstructured" because connectivity information must be stored for each unknown. Because of these dissimilar data representation strategies, structured
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Level 0 Level 2 Level 1 Figure 1 : Three levels of a structured adaptive mesh hierarchy. The eight dark circles represent regions of high error, such as atomic nuclei in materials design applications. The mesh spacing of each level is half of the previous coarser level.
and unstructured adaptive methods require di erent implementations and software support 14, 15] . Here we consider only structured adaptive methods.
The grid hierarchy of a structured adaptive mesh method can be thought of as a single composite grid in which the discretization is non-uniform (see Figure 1) . All grids at the same level of the hierarchy have the same mesh spacing, but successive levels have ner spacing than the preceding levels, providing a more accurate representation of the solution. The di erence in mesh spacing between successive grid levels is called the re nement factor, which is typically two or four.
Adaptive mesh methods re ne its representation of space to accurately capture localized physical phenomena, such as the atomic nuclei shown in Figure 1 . Grid hierarchies are re ned according to an error estimate calculated at run-time. These new higher-resolution grids, called re nement patches, are used only where necessary to meet local accuracy requirements. In general, the location and size of re nement patches must be computed at run-time, as they are data-dependent.
Although local re nement saves both computation time and memory, the savings in memory may play a more important role in many applications. Available memory places a hard limit on the problem sizes which can be solved in-core. Problems larger than a xed size must resort either to paging, which is terribly slow on most multiprocessors, or to out-of-core algorithms.
Adaptive mesh algorithms communicate information about the numerical solution between levels of the hierarchy and also among grids at the same level of the hierarchy. Around the boundary of each grid patch is a ghost cell region which locally caches data from adjacent grids or, where no neighboring grids exist, from the next coarser level of the hierarchy. Without the proper software support, managing these bookkeeping details can be di cult because of the irregular and unpredictable placement of re nement patches. Ghost cell regions and communication are an intrinsic part of the adaptive mesh method and are not simply artifacts of the parallel implementation.
Adaptive mesh methods that use structured re nements possess a number of advantages over unstructured adaptive methods which represent solutions using a graph representation. Of course, unstructured representations may be more appropriate for some problems, such as those with irregular boundaries. Structured re nement patches exploit the local structure within the solution; if a point is agged as needing re nement, then it is likely that nearby points will also need re nement. Although the grid hierarchy itself may be non-uniform, patches themselves are uniform. Location and size information need only be stored for each patch, which in turn may contain many thousands of unknowns. Because the structure of a grid patch may be represented using only a few tens of bytes, structure information for the entire grid hierarchy may be replicated across processor memories.
In comparison, unstructured representations require connectivity information for each unknown in the graph, signi cantly increasing memory overheads. On parallel computers, the calculation of data dependencies for unstructured problems scales as the number of unknowns, whereas algorithms for structured adaptive mesh methods scale as the number of patches.
Furthermore, numerical kernels for structured adaptive mesh methods are simpler and more e cient than those for unstructured methods 23] . Solvers for structured methods may employ compact, high-order nite di erence stencils. Indexing is fast and e cient since grid patches are rectangular arrays. Numerical kernels typically make better use of the cache as array elements are stored contiguously in memory, improving cache locality, rather than scattered across memory. The adaptive mesh algorithms of the previous section are di cult to implement on both sequential and parallel architectures. Re nement regions vary in size and location in the computational space, resulting in complicated geometries (see Figure 1) . Communication patterns between grid patches and between grid levels are irregular and change as the hierarchy is modi ed. On message passing platforms, the programmer must explicitly manage grid data distributed across the processor memories and orchestrate interprocessor communication. Even shared memory multiprocessor implementations can bene t from the explicit, low-level management of data locality and communication 24]. These implementation diculties soon become unmanageable and can obscure the mathematics behind the algorithms.
To raise the programmer's model to the mathematical level, we have developed an API (Application Programmer Interface) that is customized for structured adaptive mesh methods. Scientists using the API can concentrate on their speci c application rather than becoming distracted by the implementation details. Codes written using our API are portable to a variety of high performance computing platforms, guaranteeing that applications software will run on the most up-to-date computational resources available. Such a powerful software infrastructure is essential in developing sophisticated, reusable code.
Software Infrastructure Overview and LPARX
Our software infrastructure based on a parallel programming system called LPARX 20] . LPARX provides run-time parallel support such as distributed data management, coarsegrain parallel execution, interprocessor communication, and synchronization. Our adaptive mesh libraries are built on top of LPARX and add facilities speci cally tailored towards adaptive mesh applications. We have implemented our API as a collection of C ++ classes and Fortran routines consisting of approximately eleven thousand lines of code.
A complete description of the LPARX abstractions is beyond the scope of this paper and can be found elsewhere 19]; here, we describe relevant ideas as they relate to our adaptive mesh API. LPARX's concept of structural abstraction and its support for rstclass data decompositions have been vital to our success. Structural abstraction enables the application to represent and manipulate the structure of data|the \ oorplan" describing where data is located|separately from the data itself. For example, when adding a new level to the adaptive mesh hierarchy, re nement regions at the new level are represented as rst-class, language-level objects. The structure of the new re nement level is determined by grid generation routines. Re nement patch descriptions are then manipulated by load balancing and processor assignment algorithms. Only then does the code actually allocate the data associated with the re nement patches. In contrast, languages such as HPF 18] provide very limited run-time control over the dynamic allocation and placement of irregular distributed data.
LPARX provides three basic datatypes: Region, Grid, and XArray. The Region provides the basis for structural abstraction; it does not contain data elements, as an array, but rather represents a portion of n-dimensional array index space. A Grid is a dynamic array de ned over the index set speci ed by a Region. An XArray is a collection of Grids spread across processors. Each Grid in an XArray is arbitrarily assigned to a single processor; individual Grids are not subdivided across processors, although each processor may be assigned several Grids. LPARX de nes a coarse-grain data parallel loop|forall|that iterates concurrently over the Grids in an XArray. Communication is speci ed using a copy-on-intersection primitive that copies data between two Grids where their Regions intersect. Another form of this communication primitive takes a Region as a third argument and limits communication to the index space in which all three Regions intersect.
LPARX's communication primitives are independent of dimension since they rely on geometric ideas such as \intersection" rather than on explicit indexing. Our API extends these ideas, and API users see the same abstractions and interface whether they are working in two or three spatial dimensions. Numerical details di er, but the interfaces for grid generation, error estimation, load balancing, and grid hierarchy management are identical. Dimension independence provides programmers the freedom to develop and debug simpler, faster 2d versions of their applications on workstations and then, when con dent that the code is working, recompile for 3d on a supercomputer. In practice, we have found dimension independence particularly useful; the adaptive mesh libraries and a materials design application 19] were rst developed on workstations in 2d. Our API provides facilities to manage all aspects of the grid hierarchy: data structure bookkeeping, error estimation, grid generation, workload balancing and processor assignment, and communication. We note that these grid management facilities are independent of the numerical representation of a particular partial di erential equation; the same routines may be used to solve a number of di erent numerical problems. The following ve sections describe our API's grid management routines in more detail. We begin in Section 3.2 with a discussion of the data structures used to represent the structured grid hierarchy. We then describe some of the algorithms used in error estimation and regridding (Section 3.3), and workload balancing and processor assignment (Section 3.4). We conclude with a description of coarse-grain data parallel numerical computation (Section 3.5) and communication (Section 3.6). Further details can be found elsewhere 19].
Grid Hierarchy Management
Recall from Section 2 that structured adaptive mesh methods store data using a composite grid implemented as a hierarchy of levels (see Figure 8 ). As shown in Figure 2 , our API uses three basic data types to represent this structure: a Grid, an IrregularGrid, and a
CompositeGrid. The Grid, borrowed from LPARX, represents a single, logically rectangular array at one level of the composite grid hierarchy. A collection of Grids at one level of the hierarchy is an IrregularGrid, and a set of IrregularGrids organized into levels is a CompositeGrid.
LPARX de nes the basic building blocks for IrregularGrid and CompositeGrid, which provide specialized abstractions for adaptive mesh applications. Each object provides facilities appropriate for its role in the adaptive mesh hierarchy as described in Table I . For example, IrregularGrid de nes communication operations only among Grids at the same level of re nement; an IrregularGrid has no notion of \level." Instead, communication between levels is managed by CompositeGrid. Communication among Grids in the hierarchy invokes LPARX's copy-on-intersection operation, a high-level facility that copies data between the logically overlapping portions of two Grids. Data motion involves no explicit computations involving subscripts; all bookkeeping details and interprocessor communication are managed by the run-time system and are completely hidden from the user.
There is little opportunity for parallelism between di erent levels in our adaptive mesh application; therefore, we parallelize across one level of the hierarchy. Therefore, the Grids in an IrregularGrid are distributed across processors, and we compute over these Grids in parallel. Following the LPARX model, each Grid in an IrregularGrid is assigned to one processor. Of course, a single processor may be responsible for many Grids. In the implementation of our adaptive mesh libraries, we often found it convenient to represent the structure of an IrregularGrid separately from the IrregularGrid itself (i.e. structural abstraction). For example, regridding and load balancing routines manipulate and return the structure|the locations of re nement patches and their assignments to processors|of an IrregularGrid. Such structure information is encapsulated in a GridStructure, which consists of an array of LPARX Regions and an array of corresponding processor assignments.
Error Estimation and Grid Generation
As discussed previously, structured adaptive mesh algorithms use multilevel grid hierarchies to locally re ne the representation of a solution. This hierarchy is periodically updated by The regridding routine has generated re nement patches which cover all agged points but which enclose few non-agged points.
error estimation and regridding primitives. Error estimation evaluates the solution error on the level of the grid hierarchy with the nest resolution, and regridding uses this error estimate to determine where to place new grid patches to re ne portions of the domain with the highest error. Our adaptive mesh libraries provide two common algorithms for estimating solution error|solution gradient and Richardson extrapolation 8]|though the user can substitute alternatives as necessary. After obtaining an estimate of error, we ag the points where the error is \too high," as shown in Figure 3a . In general, how this is done will depend on the application. For example, in the materials application 9] described in Section 4, we do not have a good analytical estimate of the error but rather only an indication of relative errors. Therefore, we ag for re nement the points most likely to introduce error rather than agging every location which exceeds some predetermined error bound 8, 2]. Regridding routines take the agged points from the error estimator and return a GridStructure that represents the re nement structure for the newest level. The goal of grid generation is to create re nement patches that cover all agged points of the previous level. Patches should be relatively large (to minimize overheads) but should enclose as few non-agged points as possible (see Figure 3b ). Furthermore, they should be nested (i.e. every grid point at level l + 1 must lie above some grid point at level l). Each patch may have multiple parents; re nement hierarchies do not form a tree. Patches are assumed to be rectangular and lie parallel to the coordinate axes. Our regridding algorithm is based on the work by Berger and Rigoutsos 5]. We employed parallel array reductions over irregular grid structures (an IrregularGrid of integers). Irregular array reduction is a direct generalization of standard rectangular array reductions; portions of the index space not covered by a Grid simply make no contribution to the result. This approach is easy to parallelize and uses the same data structures as the grid hierarchy. In our computations, regridding using parallel reductions requires only about one percent of the total execution time (see Section 4.2).
Our adaptive mesh libraries also provide one alternative regridding algorithm based on work by Berger and Saltzman for uniform re nement regions 6]. Unlike the previous algorithm, this method guarantees that all re nement patches are the same size (see Figure 4) . The uniform algorithm was originally motivated by an adaptive mesh re nement implementation in a data parallel language (Connection Machine Fortran) that required uniform patches. In Section 4.3, we apply this re nement strategy to explore the consequences of implementing adaptive mesh applications in a data parallel language such as HPF.
Load Balancing and Processor Assignment
The regridding procedure of the previous section generates a GridStructure describing the re nement structure for the newest level in the adaptive mesh hierarchy. In general, the re nement patches rendered by the regridding procedure vary in size and number; there may be fewer patches than processors or many more patches than processors. Thus, a simple cyclic assignment of patches to processors would not typically result in good load balance. Therefore, before creating the new level, the API routines must distribute this computational work across processors. Our API de nes load balancing and processor assignment facilities that take the structural description returned by the grid generator, manipulate and modify it, and then return a new GridStructure that is used to instantiate the newest grid level.
The goal of load balancing and processor assignment is to evenly distribute computational work across the processors of the machine. Our regridding routines seek to create re nement regions that minimize computational e ort; they have no knowledge of load balancing or processor assignment. One possible implementation strategy would integrate load balancing and processor assignment into regridding. We have avoided this approach for two reasons. First, we believe that the re nement structure of the numerical computation should not be in uenced by its parallel implementation. By decoupling regridding from parallelization, we guarantee that the regridding procedure will generate identical re nement structures when running the same problem on varying numbers of processors, reducing the e ects of parallelism on the results of the computation. Second, we may change either the regridding procedure or load balancing strategy without in uencing the other. Future improvements in one algorithm will not force changes in the other.
Recall that all parallelism in our adaptive mesh method lies across the grid patches in a single level of the grid hierarchy. For our particular numerical algorithms, the workload associated with each re nement region is directly proportional to the size of the region. A simple but e ective load balancing algorithm is to calculate the approximate average workload to be assigned to each processor and then to recursively divide each patch until it is equal to or smaller than this average workload size. This guarantees that large patches will be evenly distributed across processors. When recursively dividing patches, our algorithm does not generate sub-patches smaller than a speci ed, architecture-speci c minimum size. Although small blocks reduce load imbalance, they introduce additional interprocessor communication. After patches have been divided, they are sorted in decreasing order by size and are bin-packed to processors 12].
The load balancing routines adopt LPARX's parallelization model that an individual grid is assigned to only one processor. Although not an issue in our particular application, dividing patches may not be appropriate or desirable for other numerical methods for which introducing new boundary elements creates additional computational work (e.g. ux correction for hyperbolic partial di erential equations 3]). In that case, the application programmer may de ne new load balancing routines to handle these special cases.
Coarse-Grain Computation
The previous section described how a single level of the adaptive grid hierarchy|an IrregularGrid| is distributed across processors. In this section, we discuss parallel execution over such distributed structures.
Consider the single grid level shown in Figure 5 , which has been distributed over four processors p0{p3. Each grid has been assigned to one processor. The largest rectangular patch has been divided over two processors, and p3 has been assigned the two smaller grids.
Parallel numerical computation is expressed using LPARX's forall construct, a coarsegrain data parallel loop that executes each iteration as if on its own virtual processor. Each iteration executes independently of all other iterations. For each Grid, we call a serial numerical kernel, typically written in Fortran, which executes on one processor. There are a number of advantages of separating parallel execution from serial, numerical computation. Numerical code may be optimized to take advantage of low-level node characteristics, such as vector units or multiple physical processors, without regard to the higher level parallelism. Existing serial code may not need to be re-implemented when parallelizing an application. Furthermore, we can leverage existing, mature sequential compiler technology.
Our approach to expressing concurrency is based on coarse-grain data parallelism; we execute in parallel over the entire collection of grids. Each grid is assigned to one processor, and numerical computation within each grid is sequential. In contrast, ne-grain parallelism 6, 21] . processes grids sequentially and expresses parallelism over the elements of a single grid. Because numerical kernels are considered serial in coarse-grain data parallelism, we may employ numerical methods on each grid that do not parallelize e ciently. For example, Gauss-Seidel relaxation works well as a smoother in multigrid, but it cannot be easily expressed in a ne-grain data parallel style. Furthermore, coarse-grain parallelism also allows more asynchrony between processors and is therefore a better match to current coarse-grain message passing architectures. A hybrid execution model, processor subsets 11], combines the coarse-grain and ne-grain approaches; parallelism is expressed both over grids and within each grid. adjacent levels of the hierarchy. Both forms of communication employ LPARX's copy-onintersection operation, which copies a block of data between the logically overlapping portions of two grids.
The purpose of intralevel communication is to obtain boundary information from neighboring grids. Around the boundary of each grid patch is a ghost cell region used to locally cache data from adjacent grids. These ghost cells are needed by adaptive mesh algorithms even on serial architectures; they are an intrinsic component of the computation and are not simply an artifact of parallelization. The pseudocode shown in Figure 6 updates the ghost cell regions of each grid with data from the interior (non-ghost cell) portions of adjacent grids.
Interlevel communication transfers information up (from coarser grids to ner grids) and down (from ner to coarser) the adaptive grid hierarchy. We will describe only the latter process, called coarsening, as the computational structure of the former is identical. As shown in Figure 7 , coarsening involves two steps. First, information at the ne grid level is averaged into a temporary, intermediate grid level, which is a coarsened version of the ne grid level. The numerical computation by subroutine Average is performed in parallel. Second, the coarsened data in the intermediate grid level is copied into the coarse grid level using a copy-on-intersection operation. (The details of managing the dynamic storage for the temporary grid level is managed by the API, as is all underlying communication.) Although the redistribution of data from the intermediate grid into the coarse grid may appear expensive, this is typically not the case. In the process of averaging, the quantity of data in the ne grid is generally reduced by a factor of r d for a mesh re nement factor of r in d dimensions; for our particular application, r = 4, d = 3, and 4 3 = 64. Thus, the intermediate grid level contains a comparatively small amount of data.
Performance Analysis
Portability and performance are two vital considerations in the design and implementation of any numerical library. Parallel computers obsolesce quickly; portability ensures that numerical software will run on current hardware. Furthermore, computational scientists will not use software libraries that fail to deliver reasonable performance. In this section, we analyze the performance and overheads of our adaptive mesh library. For the application we study, we conclude that parallel computations written using our software running on multiprocessors|the Intel Paragon and IBM SP2|deliver performance that is competitive with traditional vector hardware, the Cray C90.
It is an open research question whether non-uniform re nement structures can be eciently supported in a data parallel language. One implementation strategy for structured adaptive mesh methods in a data parallel language such as High Performance Fortran 18] would restrict all re nement patches to be the same size We present computational results for the calculation of the lowest eigenvalue and associated eigenvector of the 3d Hamiltonian for a ring of ten hydrogen ions located in the Z = 0 plane (see Figure 8 ). Each hydrogen ion is represented by a V (r) 1=r potential. While this is a synthetic problem, its structure resembles real materials design applications of interest (e.g. ring structures). The adaptive mesh hierarchy for this problem consists of eight levels with a total of 844 10 3 grid points (see Table II ). The rst six levels are the usual uniform multigrid grids (with a mesh re nement ratio of two) and the next two are adaptively re ned (with a mesh re nement ratio of four). The resolution on the nest level corresponds to a uniform mesh of size 512 3 ; thus, for this problem, adaptivity reduced memory requirements by a factor of 160 (844 10 3 as compared to 512 3 ). In the following sections, we report the cost for one iteration of the eigenvalue algorithm over this grid hierarchy. Each complete iteration requires approximately 320 million oating point operations, or approximately 375 ops per grid point spread out over about ten di erent numerical routines requiring intervening communication. (Our numerical kernels typically execute only about forty or fty ops per grid element between synchronization points.) Table III summarizes software releases and compiler ags for all benchmarks. All oating point arithmetic used 64-bit numbers. Figure 9a compares the execution times for the IBM SP2, Intel Paragon, and one processor of a Cray C-90. Note that although the SP2 processors are approximately four times faster then the Paragon processors for our application, the communication network is about half as fast. We ran the same applications code on all machines except that the Fortran kernels on the Cray C-90 are annotated to aid vectorization.
Performance Comparison
The Paragon and the SP2 compare quite favorably against the C-90: for our application, four SP2 nodes or 32 Paragon nodes deliver the approximate performance of one C-90 processor. Although all Fortran numerical kernels of our code vectorize, hardware performance monitors on the C-90 report that our application achieves an aggregate rate of only 155 mega ops (million oating point operations per second) over the entire code and a peak rate of 290 mega ops. Our code realizes only a fraction of the Cray C-90's peak performance of 1000 mega ops due to short vector lengths in the Fortran routines (between 10 and 30). Of course, vector lengths are tied directly to grid size. We could achieve a higher mega op rate and longer vector lengths by using larger grids and more memory. Note, however, that time to solution for a speci ed accuracy, not mega op rate, is the important metric. Placing additional grid points in regions where they are not needed to improve local resolution does not necessarily result in more accurate solutions. For example, we doubled the number of grid points used by the solver for this problem and yet achieved the same answer (to within 0.02%). The additional, unneeded grid points were used to over-re ne portions of the computational space where no further re nement was necessary.
On the Cray C-90, our implementation using the adaptive mesh libraries would be comparable in performance to a Fortran code developed by hand without library support. Approximately 90% of the overall execution time is spent on numerical computation in Fortran routines, 7% in transferring data between grids (which happens to be written in C ++ but would also be required in an all-Fortran implementation), and the remaining 3% in miscellaneous routines. Even if we attribute the last 3% as all library overhead, the ease of using an applications library and the bene ts of portability to high-performance parallel architectures far outweighs the small loss in performance. Figure 9b illustrates that almost all of the bene t of additional processors is in the reduction of execution times at the highest levels of the adaptive grid hierarchy. Lower levels have too little work for e cient parallelization. Note that we cannot simply remove the lower levels because they play a vital role in the numerical convergence of our multigrid algorithm. We expect better scaling as we address more complicated problems, which place additional computational work at the highest levels of the hierarchy.
Execution Time Analysis
Tables IV and V provide a detailed accounting for the parallel execution time on the Intel Paragon and the IBM SP2. We divide the execution time for the eigenvalue algorithm, including time spent building the adaptive grid hierarchy, into numerical computation, time lost to load imbalance, communication among grids at the same level of the hierarchy, communication between levels, error estimation, load balancing, and grid generation. Error estimation, load balancing, and grid generation consume only a few percent of the total execution time. The vast majority of the time is spent in numerical computation, processor idleness due to workload imbalance, and communication; these times are graphed in Figure 10 for one iteration of the eigenvalue solver. Since these problems re ect execution times for a xed problem size, we nd that computation times drop with additional processors, and communication overheads eventually become the dominant factor in overall parallel performance.
It is di cult to assess adaptive mesh library overheads on parallel computers since we do not yet have detailed hardware performance analyzers such as those on the Cray C-90. It would be impractical to develop a message passing version of our code by hand (i.e. without the software support o ered by our API) because of the implementation complexity. We can assume that there is little library overhead in computation, since all numerical work is done in Fortran. The remaining contributor of overheads is interprocessor communication. Experiments indicate that perhaps half of the interprocessor communication time is due to overheads in the LPARX communication routines 19]; the remainder is spent in the operating system message routines (e.g. MPI). We are currently building a replacement for LPARX that will eliminate most of this additional overhead 16]. 
Uniform Grid Patches
Data parallel Fortran languages such as High Performance Fortran 10, 17, 18] do not readily support dynamically changing, non-uniform grid structures. In their Connection Machine Fortran implementation of a 2d adaptive mesh re nement application on the CM-2, Berger and Saltzman 6] required that all re nement regions be the same size (see Figure 4) . To ascertain the performance implications of such a restriction, we have implemented a grid generation strategy identical to that used by Berger and Saltzman. One of the important trade-o s in a uniform re nement strategy is the selection of the appropriate patch size. The key is to nd a grid size that is large enough to be computationally e cient on the target parallel architecture yet small enough to limit over-re nement. Large patches typically re ne more of the computational domain than what is needed and thus waste memory resources. Small patches may represent too little work to be e cient.
Another consideration is the ratio of ghost cells, boundary points used to locally cache data from other grids, to interior grid points. The width of this boundary region depends on the numerical kernels of the application. Our eigenvalue solver uses a ghost cell width of one; Berger and Saltzman use four. For small patches, these ghost regions can represent a signi cant fraction of the total memory, especially in three dimensions. For example, the boundary cells for a 16 3 patch in 3d with a ghost cell width of four (24 3 total) represent 70% of the memory used to store the patch. Furthermore, boundary cells may introduce additional computational work for some numerical methods (e.g. ux correction for hyperbolic partial di erential equations 3]).
We compare the non-uniform re nement approach against four uniform grid sizes: 12 3 , 16 3 , 24 3 , and 32 3 . Each patch is augmented with a ghost cell region of width one. These four sizes bracket the range of useful patch sizes; for this particular application, 12 3 is too small and 32 3 is too large. Memory overheads are reported in Table VI . Uniform re nement with the smallest patch size requires only about 26% more memory than non-uniform re nement; the largest patch size uses almost three times more memory. Fig. 11a presents the execution time for one iteration of the adaptive eigenvalue application on the Intel Paragon. Note that we do not report the results for the 32 3 patch size on four processors; this problem would not run because of memory limitations. The 16 3 patch size gives the best uniform re nement performance for all numbers of processors, though it still runs between 40% and 60% slower than the non-uniform re nement method. This gure includes both computation time and communication time; numerical computation time alone is plotted in Figure 11b . The interprocessor communication numbers (in millions of bytes) presented in Figure 11c reveal that the major performance di erence lies in communication costs.
Both memory usage and computation time are important computational resources for adaptive mesh applications. In fact, many accounting systems for parallel computers charge not only for CPU time but also for memory usage. To capture both resources, Figure 11d presents the relative space-time (i.e. megabyte-hour) cost of uniform re nement patches as compared to non-uniform patches. In this metric, uniform patches are between two and eight times more expensive.
These results clearly show that uniform re nement patches are more expensive than the identical application using non-uniform patches. To solve a problem to a speci ed accuracy, uniform re nement regions require more computational resources ( ops and memory) than non-uniform ones. Likewise, given xed resources, non-uniform re nements will solve a particular problem to higher accuracy.
Related Work
Adaptive mesh re nement techniques for multiple spatial dimensions were rst developed by Berger and Oliger 4] to solve time-dependent hyperbolic partial di erential equations. These techniques are based on previous work on locally nested re nement structures in one spatial dimension by Bolstad 7] . Adaptive mesh re nement methods were later used by Berger and Colella to resolve shock waves in computational uid dynamics 3]. Our work with adaptive mesh methods applies this same computational methodology to elliptic partial di erential equations and adaptive eigenvalue problems 9, 19].
Berger and Saltzman have implemented a parallel 2d adaptive mesh re nement code in Connection Machine Fortran for the CM- 2 6] . Their data parallel implementation required that all regions of re nement be the same size. As a result, the application over-re ned some portions of the computational space, using 60% more memory than an equivalent implementation without the uniform size restriction. Our experiments indicate that uniform re nement regions also result in excessive overheads in three dimensions (see Section 4.3). Because of compiler limitations, their code did not execute e ciently on the CM-5.
An object oriented library for structured adaptive mesh re nement has been developed by Crutch eld et al. at Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratories 13] . This software is intended to support hyperbolic gas dynamics applications running on vector supercomputers 1]. The basic abstractions employed in this software are very similar to our own.
Parashar and Browne are developing a software infrastructure supporting parallel adaptive mesh re nement methods for black hole interactions 26]. Their method is based on an elegant load balancing and processor mapping strategy that maps grids to processors . P++ supports ne-grain data parallel operations on arrays distributed across collections of processors; it automatically manages data decomposition, interprocessor communication, and synchronization. In contrast to this ne-grain array parallelism, we employ a coarse-grain parallelism in which operations are applied in parallel to entire collections of arrays.
Conclusions
We have developed an e cient, portable, parallel software infrastructure for structured adaptive mesh algorithms. It provides computational scientists with high-level tools that hide implementation details of parallelism and resource management. Such powerful software support is essential for the timely development of quality reusable numerical software. We are currently applying our adaptive mesh infrastructure to the solution of adaptive eigenvalue problems arising in materials design 9]. To our knowledge, this is the rst application of structured adaptive mesh re nement to computational materials science.
Our infrastructure meets three requirements that are vital in software support for scienti c computation: portability, performance, and software re-usability. The infrastructure's layered design provided the necessary exibility to enable us to experiment with alternative mesh generation and load balancing strategies and to reuse existing serial numerical kernels. It also enabled us to ne-tune our code at di erent levels of detail, in particular at the API level, and at the LPARX level, upon which the API was built. We speculate that our infrastructure will prove useful in addressing similar application domains, for example, hyperbolic conservation laws, since it facilitates the design of new application programmer interfaces 25].
Our infrastructure incorporates three concepts that are essential to implementing parallel structured adaptive mesh methods: (1) structural abstraction, (2) coarse grain data parallelism, and (3) the separation of computation from control and communication. Structural abstraction and rst-class data decompositions enable our software to represent and manipulate re nement structures as language-level objects. In contrast, a language such as High Performance Fortran that supports compile-time data layout provides little freedom in the expression of irregular, run-time data distribution. Our model of coarse-grain data parallel numerical computation maps e ciently onto the current generation of message passing parallel architectures and it also enables the numerical kernels to be written in any standard language. This feature will prove useful in processing clusters based on symmetric multiprocessors, since numerical kernels can be separately parallelized without a ecting the higher level code that uses an API.
It is an open research question whether data parallel languages can e ciently support the irregular re nement structures employed by structured adaptive mesh algorithms. Previous implementations 6] have required uniform re nements to t the ne-grain data parallel model. Our experiments in 3d indicate that such a restriction results in costly over-re nement and a signi cant loss in computational performance. Thus, the e cient, portable implementation of structured adaptive mesh methods remains an outstanding challenge for the data parallel community.
LPARX and a preliminary version of the adaptive mesh software libraries is available via the World Wide Web at address http://www-cse.ucsd.edu/users/skohn/lparx.html. Table I : Descriptions of the three basic data types used to represent the adaptive grid hierarchy (refer to Figure 2 ): Grid, IrregularGrid, and CompositeGrid. The operations de ned on these data types are described in detail in succeeding sections.
Data Type Description Grid
Grid represents a single re nement patch in the adaptive grid hierarchy. Grid computations are typically performed in serial numerical routines (see Section 3.5).
IrregularGrid
IrregularGrid represents one level in the adaptive mesh hierarchy. Grids in an IrregularGrid are distributed across processors, and applications compute over these Grids in parallel (see Section 3.5).
IrregularGrid provides communication routines to ll boundary cells for Grids at the same level of re nement (see Section 3.6).
CompositeGrid
CompositeGrid represents the entire adaptive mesh hierarchy. It provides mechanisms to communicate between levels (see Section 3.6) and to create new re nements through error estimation grid generation (Section 3.3), and load balancing (Section 3.4). 
